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NETTEX
BUILDING SOLUTIONS POWER CEM

The applied product shall not have a thickness less than 1, 5-2 mm.

WHAT IT’S FOR

METHOD OF USE

For old flooring in sheaths or bituminous products the specific adhesion promoter is our NTX-
PRIMER. Apply NTX-PRIMER on the surface ready for waterproofing and once it has dried, 
proceed to spread the fiberglass mesh and apply POWER CEM by incorporating the mesh 
itself.

The product can be applied by roller, spatula, brush or airless pump.
Spread a first coat of product, apply a second coat after drying (approx. 3-4 hours) if 
necessary proceed with a third coat to cover the entire reinforcement.

APPLICATION

Wait for the complete drying (approx. 2-3 hours) in order to apply POWER CEM.

Mix for a few minutes with a mixer with impeller until a homogeneous lump-free mixture is 
obtained (3% of water can be added during the hot season).

Add 32.5 cement directly to POWER CEM container (5 kg for the 15 kg package and 1.5 kg for 
the 4.5 kg package).

PRODUCT PREPARATION

Spread FIBRANET 160 on the horizontal surface, spreading and overlapping from the net 
prepared at the vertical corners. Then pour POWER GRIP on the net itself by using a water 
pull and steel spatula making sure to distribute it evenly.

Once cleaning and drying are complete, start the treatment of the vertical surfaces by cutting 
the fiberglass mesh (FIBRANET 160) to a height of about 30 cm then apply the POWER GRIP 
primer and let the net adhere to it by 5 cm on the horizontal surface.

Check the condition of any expansion joints and if they have deteriorated proceed with their 
reopening, cleaning and reconstruction.

3-Surfaces already waterproofed with sheaths or bituminous products: They must be 
perfectly clean and free of dust; repair any laceration, tearing or detachment using 
bituminous products.

Some covers must include the insertion of breather elements for the escape of water vapor.

2 – Surfaces with cement screeds, vertical plastered, old and / or new: Before waterproofing, 
it is necessary to remove and rebuild deteriorated screeds with vertical mortars and they must 
be dried and aged (for new screeds it will take at least 28 days to complete curing, 
furthermore the residual humidity must be less than 4 % by weight to be determined by a 
professional hygrometer).

1-Surfaces already paved: Check the perfect adhesion to the bottom of the tiles that must also 
be dry and perfectly clean (remove the presence of oils and grease with special detergent for 
difficult dirt MAXXXI and for dirt from lime and cement use lime and cement dissolver 
STRONG instead).

The support must be compact and flat, in the absence of such conditions, adequate 
preparation of the same should be provided.

Once the treatment has been completed, the surfaces to be waterproofed must have a 
sufficient gradient to guarantee water flow.

SURFACE PREPARATION

POWER CEM is used to waterproof any roofing surfaces such as practicable terraces, roofs, 
balconies, flower pots, waterproof surfaces with old sheaths or bituminous products, 
perimeter walls, north facing walls and gutters; it can also be applied as a waterproofing 
substrate in flooring works.

It can be applied on flat roofs, terraces, balconies, solar slabs, hanging gardens, perimeter 
walls, foundation walls, floors, bathtubs, swimming pools and is particularly suitable for 
deteriorated grounds with cracks up to 5 mm (compulsory percolation and glass mesh).

After maturation, POWER-CEM presents a complete impermeability to water, resistance to 
any temperature, to sunlight, to freeze-thaw cycles, it also has an exceptional elasticity, 
resistance to permanent water stagnation.

POWER-CEM represents the absolute leading product among waterproofing systems.

POWER-CEM is a highly technological cement mantle made of selected fluidifying resins in 
aqueous dispersion and with the simple addition of cement 32.5 constitutes a mixture of 
incomparable resistance.

DESCRIPTION

SISTEMI
IMPERMEABILIZZANTI

power CEM
Guaina pre-cementizia mono-componente
ad alta pedonabilità da additivare con
cementO 32,5.

STORAGE AND SHELF-LIFE
Store the product in a dry and well ventilated 
place indoors at a temperature of between 
+5°C and +35°C. in its original packaging 
for up to 12 months.

21,5 - 2 m /kg. 

After film appearance concrete grey

The product must be applied to material with a 
temperature of between 5° and 35°C. and in 
compliance with all the safety regulations 
provided for by the laws in force, present on 
the Product Safety Data Sheet (MSDS).

Approximated specific weight 

 dust free 3 hours approx.

 

(Master Cem + 32,5 cement) 1,4 kg./lt. 

AVERAGE CONSUMPTION

Approximated pot life 6 hours

4,5 kg. bucket                 15 kg.  bucket

Flammability > 114°C.

PACKAGING

CHEMICAL-PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

(average indicative value according to the type and state 
of the surfaces).

WARNINGS

 dry on surface   5 hours approx.

Do not apply the product in the presence of 
rain, fog or on damp or overheated surfaces.

Product appearance white liquid

Drying time at 150°C. 

Ph  8 approx.

The information contained in this document is given in good faith based on our current knowledge. It is only an indication and is in no way binding, particularly as 
regards infringement of or prejudice to third party rights through the use of our products. FOUR GROUP S.r.l. guarantees that its products comply with its sales 
specifications. This information must on no account be used as a substitute for necessary prior tests which alone can ensure that a product is suitable for given use. Users 
are responsible for ensuring compliance with local legislation and for obtaining the necessary certifications and authorisations. Users are requested to check that they 
are in possession of the latest version of this document and FOUR GROUP S.r.l. is at their disposal to supply any additional information.
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one-component WATERPROOFING PRE-cement sheath
additivable with 32,5 cement


